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1. Machine Listening
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The Information in Audio
• Environmental recordings contain info on:
location – type (restaurant, 
street, ...) and specifics
activity – talking, walking, 
typing, ...
people – generic (2 males), 
specific (Chuck & John)
spoken content (sometimes)
• but not:
what people and things “looked like”
day/night ...
... except when correlated with audible features
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Applications
• Audio Lifelog 
Diarization
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Consumer Video Dataset
• 25 “concepts” from 
Kodak user study
boat, crowd, cheer, dance, ...
• Grab top 200 videos 
from YouTube search
filter for raw, unedited 
= 1873 videos
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2. Global Classification
• Baseline for soundtrack classification
divide sound into short frames (e.g. 30 ms)
calculate features (e.g. MFCC) for each frame
describe clip by statistics of frames (mean, covariance)
= “bag of features”
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Codebook Histograms
• Convert nonplanar distributions to multinomial
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Global Classification Results
• Wide range in performance
audio (music, ski) vs. non-audio (group, night)
large AP uncertainty on infrequent classes
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MFCC + GMM Classifier
Single−Gaussian + KL2
8−GMM + Bha
1024−GMM Histogram + 500−log(P(z|c)/Pz))
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Combining with Video
• Video classification by SIFT codebooks
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3. Foreground Classification
• Global vs. local class models
tell-tale acoustics may be ‘washed out’ in statistics
try iterative realignment of HMMs:
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Transient Features
• Onset detector 
finds energy bursts
best SNR
• PCA basis to 
represent each
300 ms x auditory frq
• “bag of transients”
• Object-related...
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Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
• Decompose spectrograms into 
templates 
+ activation
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4. Outstanding Issues
• How to separate foreground & background?
• How to exploit prior knowledge of sounds?
• How to make classification credible?
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Classifier Insight
• How can we understand classification results?







            Spectrogram : YT_beach_001.mpeg, 
Manual Clip-level Labels : “beach”, “group of 3+”, “cheer”
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Summary
• Machine Listening:
Getting useful information from sound
• Environmental sound classification
... from whole-clip statistics?
• Transients  energy peaks
... separate foreground  background
•  Classifier insight
... for confidence & analysis
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